The Super Star Series 3600 represents one of the real “workhorses” within Conley’s line of poly covered roof greenhouses. Incorporating 3” tall roll-form arch assemblies, this greenhouse is as equally comfortable in warmer regions as it is in extreme snow and wind climates. Utilize this house in conjunction with Conley’s ridge vents to create one of the more optimum environments for your plants.

**Main Features**
- The Series 3600 have the same features as the 3000
- Superior strength ROLL-FORM arches, purlins and gutters ensure unmatched structural integrity
- Large, easy to walk in gutters are lapped one into the other and cantilevered for increased strength
- 6’ Arch spacing virtually eliminates structural damage possible with rain and snow

**Value**
- Components are shipped pre-punched and cut to length simplifying the installation
- Roll-formed components nest one into the other during shipment, substantially reducing freight rates

**Sizing**
- **Widths:** 21’, 24’ & 30’
- **Under Gutter Heights:** 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’

**SHIPPED FOB:** California